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semester Degree Examination, oct.arov. - 20rg
PHYSICS
Opticat Instruments, Laser And Electrodynamics
Paper-3.1

Time :3 Hours

MaximumMarks:80
Instructions to Candidates:
1. Section-I is compulsory.
2. AnsweranyFOURquestions from Section-Il and FOUR questions from
Section-III

SECTION.I
1.

Answer any TWelve ofthe following.

A

(l2xl=12)

Choose the correct answer.

(i)

Resolving power ofmicroscope increases with
Increase ofnumerical aperture

a)
b)
c)
d)
(ii)

None ofthe above.

Atoms in the ground state are more than atoms in the excited
state.
Atoms in the ground state are less than atoms in the excited
state.

Atoms in the ground state equal to the atoms in the excited
state.
No atoms in the excited state.

Divergence of any vector is

a)
c)
(iv)

Increaseofwavelength.

Population inversion means

a)
b)
c)
d)
(iii)

Decrease ofnumerical aperture

Vector

both(a)and(b)

b)
d)

Scalar

None ofthe above

A stationary charge produces

a)
c)

An electric field
both (a) and (b)

b)
d)

Magnetic field

No field
[P.TO.
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Fill in the blanks.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
C.

State

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
D.

Chromatic aberration in Ramsden
eyepiece is
Curl of a vector is

A coil wounded in the form of cylinder
is called
Charge density in free space is

TRUE or EALSE.
chromatic aberration arises due to
the change in refractive index with
the colour
of light.

Maxwell introduced the concept of
dispracement current.

Disfibution oftemperature

is a vector field.

Answer the following in one or
two sentences.

(i) [hat is an optical instrument?
(iD State Biot- Savart law.
(iii) StateAmpere's law.
(iv)

Write equation of continuity.

SECTION-tr
(4x4=167
2.

Derive an expression forresolving
power ofmicroscope.

3.

Explain spontaneous and stimulated
emission of radiation.
Prove that curl grad s = 0 where
S is scarar function.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Derive Poisson's equation and
Laplace equation. Mention their
importance.
write the Maxweil's equations in differentiar
and integrar form.

Explainproduction and detection oferectromagnetic
waves byHertzexperiment.

lP.TO.
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SECTION.Itr

8.

a)

Give the construction and theory
ofHuygen,s eyepiece.

ft: l.::.: in a Huygen's eyepiece have the focal lengths

b)

metre.Find the distance betrvein
the lenses.

9.

10.

a)

what

b)

Mention the applications of laser.

a)

State andprove Gauss divergence
theorem. prove that V (0

b)

11. a)
b)

a)

b)

13.

a)

b)

(9+4:13)
of 0.02 metre and 0.04

is holography? Explain how
horogram is recorded and reconstructed.

Explain physical significance of
divergence.

(9+4=13)

+V)=y 0 +V V .
(9+4=13)

obtain an expression formagnetic
field at apoint on the axis ofa circular
coil carrying
(9+4=13)
A solenoid of 1200 tums is wound
uniformly in a single layer on a glass
tube 2 metre
long and 0'2 metre in diameter.Findtle
magnetic neto on the axis well
inside the
-^
solenoid. When a current of 2
amperes flowJthr""ghil
a

12.

tt32l

current.

Derive an expression for equation
non-conductingmedium of erectromagnetic waves in isotropic

(9+4=13;
obtain an expression for torque
on a current loop kept in a magnetic
field.
State and prove the poynting
theorem and give the physical
-- r-'r e'vstsignificance ofpoynting
vector.
(9+4=13)
Estimate the value of permiuivity
of free space from the knowredge of
velocity of
electromagnetic wavei in free
rpu""- Girr.r, p
o: 4 r x 1fr7 FVm.

